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The use of fictitious noise processes to improve the robustness of controllers
based on linear quadratic Gaussian synthesis is studied in this paper. By
constructing the noise process so that its effective energy is primarily in
the frequency bands where robustness is lacking, improvements can be made
without changing the CIOSed–100D characteristics outside those frequency
bands. Specifically, the use of fictitious colored input-noise rather than
white input-noise, as in earlier studies, to improve control–loop gain and
phase margins, permits a nioredesirable trade-off between robustness and
performance of the nominal plant.
21. Introduction
In controlling linear systems via state variable feedback, there are a number
of design methods. Focusing on optimal linear regulator design using
quadratic indices, it is well known that this approach not only achieves an
optimal design for the nominal ~lant, but also achieves good robustness
properties as measured by gain and phase margins, and the associated property
of tolerance to input sector nonlinearities [1, 2]. Such benefits of the
optimal or other tWbUSt state feedback designs may well disappear if state
estimates are used in lieu of the actual states. Examples of this for even
stable and well behaved plants are studied in [3, 4].
One approach to improve the robustness of control systems using state
estimators is simply to increase the degree of stability of the state
estimator. A technique to achieve this is to design the estimator assuming
the presence of appropriately constructed fictitious noise sources in the
state model for the plant. The noise models the effects of plant
uncertainties so that robustness to the latter is achieved in the controller
design.
In [4] time invariant minimum phase plants are studied, where fictitious
zero–mean white noise is added to the nominal plant model inputs. This noise
is in addition to any real process noise modelled. For linear quadratic
Gaussian (LQG) and related observer based designs, it is claimed that as the
intensity of the input-noise is made very large, the open–loop transfer
functions of the plant and the controller, approach that of the full state
feedback case except in the neighborhood of the plant zeros. Consequently, an
LQG design based on the assumption of fictitious input-noise, can accrue the
same attractive gain and phase margins as for the optimal linear regulator
with known states. The gain in robustness properties is achieved at the
expense of nominal clcsed-loop performance, which in some applications may be
unacceptable.
In a
lieu
flex
com~anion paper [5], the idea of using fictitious colored input-noise in
of white input-noise is exploited in the design of a controller for a
ble airplane. At low frequencies, the aircraft wodel is sufficiently
3accurate for controller design, but there is considerable uncertainty in the
high frequency modes which are sometimes lightly damped. This uncertainty in
the modeled modes and the fact that the real airplane has unmodeled modes is
accounted for in [5] by the addition of high pass filtered white noise sources
at the plant inputs. The objective is to improve the high frequency gain and
phase margins without adversely affecting the control at lower frequencies.
The pur~ose of this paper, which is supported by the application in [5]$ is to
upgrade LQG based controller design techniques so as to systematically achieve
improved trade–offs between robustness and performance. The technical approach
is to develop the theory of [4] so as to justify for some applications the use
of colored fictitious noise rather than fictitious white input-noise. Also,
the intent is to give guidelines in the selection of the noise sources so as
to give a reasonable trade-off between control performance for the nominal
plant, and robustness of the design to plant uncertainties. The results of
the paper not only further substantiate those of [4] and generalize these for
a broader range of fictitious noise processes, but also, with qualifications,
cover the case of nonminimum phase ~lants, From another perspective, the
contributions of this paper show how the classical frequency domain approach
of improving gain and phase margins at only those frequencies where it is
required, is extended to the LQG ap~roach for robust controller design.
An ap~arent cost associated with the use of fictitious colored input-noise is
an increase in the dimension of the plant ’model. However, as illustrated in
[5], useful results can be obtained using a first order process for each plant
input. Moreover, by not including these noise states explicitly in a reduced
order estimator based on the original higher dimensional design, it is
demonstrated in [5] that the dimension of the final reduced order estimator is
the same as that of a design based on using white input-noise.
In section 2, the elements of the design approach using fictitious colored
noise added at the plant inputs is outlined. In section 3, certain limiting
behavior of the controllers and the open-loop transfer functions is studied.
These results lead to design guidelines which are clarified and illustrated
for a simple example and the high order aircraft model of [5] in section 4.
Concluding remarks are made in section 5.
.. ...
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k“ . -!2. Controller Desiqn with Mded Fictitious Color~d Noise
In this section, we consider the sim~le control task of regulating the output
of a plant to zero. First, a nominal deterministic model is defined with a
state variable feedback control law which achieves satisfactory, or “optimal”,
performance for the nominal model. Next, a stochastic model is defined that
in addition to any modified real noise processes also includes fictitious
colored noise to the processes. A state estimator is designed for this model
and a qualitative rationale is given for using colored rather than white
noise. Robustness measures are defined in frequency domain terms and the
range of design trades are clarified.
(i) Nominal Dlant model and ideal control laws
Consider the completely controllable and observable state space plant model
.
‘t = Axt + But, yt = CXt
Also, let us assume that a-state variable feedback control law
‘t = Gxt
(2.1)
(2.2)
is designed to achieve the desired control objectives assuming knowledge of
the states. In fact, the gain G in subsequent theory can be generalized as a
linear system operator with transfer function G(s). A case of particular
interest is when G is a gain matrix derived from quadratic regulator theory
and, consequently, provides gain margins of + ~db, –6db, and phase margins
+60” for the open-loop transfer function
w(s) = W(S)B, $(s)! (sI-A)-l (2.3)
When the states Xt of (2.1) are not known, then they can be estimated as
~t, and these estimates used in lieu of xt in the control law (2.2). Such
an approach is supported by the Separation Theorem [1] and is the basis of the
LQG approach. However, rather than achieving a strictly optimal estimate of
Xt for the nominal model (2.1), we seek an estimate which takes into account
plant uncertainties.
5(ii) Stochastic mockl
In the LQG design approach, plant uncertainties, input nonlinearities and
disturbances arernocleled via the noise inputs of the state equations (2.1).
Plant uncertainties can be viewed as giving the plant output frequency
response a probabilistic distribution about the response for the nominal
plant. It is not unreasonable to represent this situation as a nominal plant
with additive random input signals such that at each frequency the magnitude
and phase are random variables of ap~ropriate distribution. Since the
expected degree of uncertainty varies with frequency, a reasonable model for
the additive input random signals is that of colored process noise having
appropriate statistics.
It is difficult to select a noise covariance matrix for the zero-mean white
noise so that the output has the desired statistics at all frequencies. For
this approach, conservative designs are achieved by assuming a noise
covariance larger than strictly necessary. In this way, sufficient
uncertainty is specified in the critical frequency bands but at the expense of
too much uncertainty in the frequency bands where the plant is modeled well.
Thus, performance of the control system for the nominal plant is traded for
both robustness to anticipated plant uncertainties as well as inadequate
modeling of the plant uncertainties. This is true, for example, in [4] where
the fictitious white noise is injected at the plant input assuming that the
uncertainties are uniformly distributed over all frequencies.
Consider now additive fictitious input-noise colored so as to reflect the
uncertainty in the model as a function of frequency. In particular, the noise
intensity is concentrated in the frequency bands where gain and phase margins
of the control scheme for the nominal plant are inadequate. Such an approach
to achieving a robust design is supported by the qualitative reasoning above,
the analysis results in the next section, and by examples in section 4 and [5].
The fictitious colored input-noise is represented, formally, as the output of
a linear asymptotically stable system driven by white noise Wt as
,. .. ..
(2.4)
6where the superscript u denotes uncertainty model parameters and variables.
Here, Wt is zero mean white noise with covariance Q = Q’ ~0. Without loss
of generality, we assume that the transfer function
w“(s) = D“ + d#”(s)Bu, #Iu(S) = (sI-A”)-’ (2.5)
is “minimum phase”, which implies that if the inverse exists, it is stable.
Actual plant process
separately for simpl
added
Also,
Forma”
noise may drive the p
city in the theory to
measurement whte noise vt of
vt, wt are independent of one
ly then, the stochastic model
zero mf
ant. This noise is not represented
fol low. There is assumed to be
an and covariance R = R’ > 0.
another and independent of xt, x:.
for the plant is
.
xt=Axt + B(ut + nt), Yt = Cxt+ Vt
or, with It’ = [xt’ x:’]
. —
Ft .Et +Fut +Fwt, yt = Cxt + Vt
where
(2.6)
K = “A BCU ,~=B , ~ = BDU , t = [c o-J (2.7)
Oh” o B“
(iii) State estimation
A state estimator in LQG theory takes the form [1]
.
?t tit.+ ~lJt +
for some gain K chosen
particular,
K = PC’R-l
K (yt-tit) (2.8)
to minimize the state estimator error covariance P. In
.
(2.9)
7where P is the solution of the Riccati equation
~p +P~’ + EQE’ -
— —
Pr’R-kP = o (2.10)
The dimension of the estimator is increased over what it would be if the added
fictitious noise were white. This need not be a problem as discussed in
section 1.
In the design of the state estimator (2.8), there can be a trade-off between
itS ability to traCk Xt for the nominal deterministic* model (2.1), its
ability to filter the measurement noise in the stochastic plant (2.6), and its
robustness to nominal model variations, or equivalently, plant uncertainties.
The more fictitious noise injected into the nominal model, the “greater” is Q
and the feedback gain K, and the greater the.degree of stability of the
estimator in the frequency band of noise injection. Also, the more robust is
the closed-loop design to plant variations within this band. The robustness
improvement is achieved via a faster response estimator to input (and process
noise] signals in
estimator is more
{iv) Robustness
the band of the injected noise. Of necessity then, the
susceptible to measurement noise in this }and.
Classical robustness measures are gain and phase margins studied via open-loop
transfer functions. These are known from experience to be useful in systems
with only a few inputs, and theory supports their application as robustness
measures associated with tolerance of sector nonlinearities at the plant input
transducers [1, 2]. Related measures are singular values of the open-loop
transfer function [6, 7]. In our analysis, we restrict attention to open-loop
transfer function properties.
Mhen the states ~t are known, then for an optimal quadratic regulator
design with Ut =T.Xt, it is known that the opeII-loop transfer function
W(s)g, T(s) = (sI-K)-l, yields the attractive gain margins of -6db to +codb,
phase margins +60”, and tolerance of sector nonlinearities at the plant inputs —
for the sector [1/2, CO].
* With actual process noise, t~lere is a nominal stochastic model.
8When the states It are estimated as ~t in a Kalman filter driven from the
plant output yt and control law Ut = & t, then simple manipulations yiel(j
y(s) -j(s) =r[I(s) - i(s)]
(2.11)
1(s) - i(s) = [1 + ~*(S) K~]-l~(s)Rut(s)
where
T*(S)= J(S)[I-EG7(S)]-1 = [1-T(S) BE]-lF(S) (2.12)
Consequently, the relevant open-loop transfer function is ti(s)~ where
t(s)=~(s)- i(s), ~(s) = [1 + T*(s) K&~(s) (2.13)
It is clear that, in general, ~(s)~~ O, and as pointed out in [1, 3], the
attractive robustness properties (gain and phase margins) associated with
m(s)~, are not guaranteed for @(s) IT.
\
Of course, for the open-loop state estimation situation where .—
(2.14)
the associated open-loop transfer function is known to be identical to that
for the known state case where
;(s) = (sI-~)-l~ut(s)
This follows since (SI-I+KC)(SI-l)--lF =E+ KC(SI-~)-l~ S0 that
(sI-I+W)-l[F + iC(SI-l)-llj] = (sr-T)-lB
9
. .. .
(2.15)
(2.16)
..An insight of [4], not directly exploited in this paper, comes from a
comparison of (2.14) with the closed–loop control situation and the loop
opened at the plant input to give
~(s) = (sI-x+Ktj-l[ti(s) + K~(sI-~)-l~ut(s)] (2.17)
This comparison shows that the transfer functions are, in general, only
.
(2.18)
“close” if the term (sI–7T+KC)-113is relatively small, or via the matrix
inversion lemma, if
KII +C(SI-~)-lK]-lC(SI-.T)-lFZTJ
(v) Design objectives
Our goal can now be restated as the design of the fictitious colored noise
model so that in the frequency bands, where open-loop gain and phase margins
are unacceptable, these margins will be suitably close to those for the pure
state feedback case. The ~~nstraint is that this objective be achieved with
minimum performance loss in frequency bands where performance and robustness
is acceptable in an initial design. Recall that in an LQG design the
performance for the nominal plant is optimal. As a further step in this
.
direction, the next section analyzes robustness results for the control
schemes of this section as the noise covariance, Q(= q21), becomes infinite.
3. Theory: Limiting Control Syst@n Properties
a
In this section, we study closed-loop system robustness via open-loop transfer
function properties as the noise covarience of the signal model becomes
infinitely large. In the first instance, we work with the general linear
signal model (2.6), without the restrictions of (2.7).
(i) Limitinq Kalman filter gains
In [8, 9], the limiting properties of Riccati equations and associated terms
are studied as one of the variables becomes infinite. To use the relevant — —
results, consider the minimum phase spectral factor of ~(s)EE’4’(–s)z’ as
ti(s)~, where;(s) = (sI-~)-l. Thus, for some;(s) such that
10
. .- .Fm)iT(s) = CT(S):, T(S) T’(-S) = I (3.1)
and the zeros of ~(s)~ have negative real parts. Now consider the Riccati
equation
(3.2)
It is known that the Kalman gain (2.8) also satisfies
K =;~t(q-2R)-l (3.3)
The following lemma, the first part of which is taken from [8, pages 306, 317],
apt)lies.
Lemma 3.1. [-“ -1 Consider the minimum phase (stably invertible) system A, E, C
for which [7$,~] is completely stabilizable, [iT,m is completely detectable,
~ is square andm(s); # O. Then, with ;, K given from (3.2), (3.3), or
(2.8), lim ; = O and
q+m
lim K(q-2R)K’ =;~’ (3.4)
q+oo
Moreover, under complete observability of [~, ~], then
Proof. The proof of (3.4) in [9] is highly technical. For our purposes, the
following formal derivation leading to (3.5) suffices. From (3.1), the
standard transfer function equality [8] is readily established.
[1 + ~(s) K](q-2R)[I + I@(-s)r’] = q-2R + ~(S);&~’(-S)r’ (3.6)
11As q +OD, then
Since
above
which
[1 +~(s)~](q-2R)[I +K1~l(_~)~l] +~(s);;$l(-s)~i (3.7)
w(s)~ is “minimum phase”, a minimum phase spectral factorization of the
leads to
-1 +
q R + q-1~(s)KR12 + m(s): asq+~
in turn yields
(3.8)
With [~, ~ completely observable, the desired result (3.5) follows from
(3.8). [To see this, consider the Markov expansion of the transfer functions
1
of (3.8), then for all i, q-l~lKR< + ~i; as q +CO, and since under
observability [~’7T’~’ .. (A_’_’-l) ’c’] is full rank where n is the state vector
dimension, then (3.5) follows.]
Remarks
1. In [4], the result (3.5), assumed to follow directly from (3.4),
motivates the study of a class of estimators and controllers for minimum phase
plants in which the gain qER-% for q > > 0 is used in lieu of the Kalman
gain. This approach is justified in the following lemmas with qualifications,
although in our development consideration of this class of suboptimal schemes \
is implicit rather than explicit.
2. Other asymptotic properties are known [10] which are not used explicitly
in this paper. If~ is full rank p and the roots of$(s) = det[Clf(s);]detT1(s)
are d
(n-p)
zeros
modes
stinct and do not belong to the spectrum of X, then as q >cn, there are
“ modes of the filter approaching the transmission
~~s~~~tf~~~’(~:~:i~l* and ‘he ‘emaining p “aswptOtically ‘nfinite”
are stable. These filter modes are also closed-loop control system
modes when state estimates are used in lieu of states.
q +~, the filter modes are the same for a plant
‘ersion ‘f ‘his [X$ ‘*‘1
[1* ‘* T~~O~i~~~~~
12(3.10)
3. Consider the special case of (2.7) and define 6 and some “all pass”
filter T(s) such that
C$(S);DUT(S) =C$(S)B (3.9)
and the zeros of Cgl(s)6 have negative real parts. Then simple manipulations
yield
E =
[ 1
;D” , [I O]~(S)E = $(S)6WU(S)
#1
4* The fact that ~ = E[(Yk-;k)(~k-;k)’] + O as q +W, tells us that
k – in a mean square error sense as q +00, where ~k is the state of :+.,l
A, E, c , driven by wk. This result also applies when Uk .&k is
applied to the estimation and plant, but does not follow immediately for the
case when the control-loop is opened at the plant input so that Uk is
.
applied to the plant and ~k is applied to the estimator.
(ii) Limiting open-loop transfer functions
Consider that the conditions of Lemma 3.1 apply. Then, defining A(q) = K-q;,
(2.11)-(2.13) give
T(S) = [1 + T*(S) A(q)~ + qjf*(S)&]-l~(S) (3.11)
1(s) - i(s) = ?(s) But(s)
AS q+~, A(q) + o (see previous subsection),
of 6*(s), then
(3.12)
and so othe; than at the poles
Cons
AlSO
?(s) * [1 + @*(s) i@if(s) asq+~ (3.13)
der the special case of section 2, when 2.7), (3.10) hold and~= [GO].
defining;(s) from;(s) = ~(s)But(s) and?(s) = 0(s) - 3(s), then
x(s) - ~(s) = ?(s)But(s), ~(S) = [1 O] ~(s)[I O]’
13
(3.14)Moreover, from (3.11) these specializations, and the equality XII + YX]-1 =
[1 + XY]-lX, then
i(s) ?= [1 O]/1 + ~*(S) [A(Cl) + q:] C [1 0]] ‘%(s)[I O]’
(I + [1 0] 3*(S) [A(q) + q:] C] ‘14(S) S( ~
=
)
I + [1 0] I -~(S)BGII o])-lF(S)[A(q) + q;] c ‘l$$(S)
=
(
I + [1 - 4(s)BG]-1[1 O] l(s) [A(q) + q;] C} ‘lO(S) (3.15)
AS q +~, A(q) + O (see previous subsection), and so other
Of d*(s) = [1 - O(S)BG]-l@(S), the closed-loop system with
i(s)+[I+dI- )
O(s)BG]-l [1 O]T(S);C ‘14(S)
= [1 + qO*(s) bW”(s)C]-l$( s), via (3.10)
than at the poles
state feedback,
(3.16)
The two sets of results (3.13), (3.16), clarify the close relationship between
the fictitious white and colored noise cases. Clearly, (3.13) can be derived
from (3.16) by setting WU(S) = I and readjusting the notation. For the
remainder of the section, we consider only the more general colored noise case
(3.16).
Introducing the definitions
?*(S) = #*(s) - ;*(s), ?*(s) = ?(s)[1 - BG@(s) ]-l
then, of course
;*(s) = ;(s) [1 - BG@(s)]-l
and following on from (3.16), as q +00
?*(s) > [1 + q4*(s)iW”(s)cJ-l@ *(s)
From (3.16), (3.18), there follows.
(3.17)
(3.18)
14Lemma(3.2). Under the conditions of Lemma 3.1, at other than the poles of
6*(S)
Also,
(i) excluding the zeros of [C@*(S)~Wu(s)], and poles of 4(s), then
1iin c;(s) = o
q+ca
(ii) excluding the zeros of [W”(S)C@*(s)6], and poles of O*(S), then
(3.19)
(3.20)
(3.21)
(iii) forminimum phase plants inwhich6= Band the zeros of [W”(s)C@(s)B]
and poles of 4(s) are excluded, then
Proof. The result (3.19) is a restatement of (3.5). The result (3.20)
follows since from (3.16)
C?(s) >CII + q@*(s)~W”(s)C]-l~(s)
=[1 +qC@*(s);W”(s)] -lC@(s)
Also, (3.21) follows since from (3.18)
ii*(s)ib [1 + qf’)*(s)iw”( s)c]-l@*(s)fj
=d*(s)ii[I + ql’J”(s)cfj*(s) G]-l
(3.22)
15
-. ...,. .,From (3.16), and noting !3= B, (3.22) follows from
Z(S)B >~1 + q[I - #(s) BG]-lP(s)BkJu(s )C~-lo(s)B
~..
= #(s)B I + q[I - G6(s)B]-1 WU(S)[C$(S)B] ‘1
Remarks
1. The case (iii) results are exploited in the main theorem of the section
below. Observe that the requirement that [W”(s)C~(s)B] be full rank for
(3.22) to hold, restricts our attention to the case when the plant variables
satisfy
dim (yt) = (3.23) dim (Wt)z dim (Ut)
This requirement must also be met for (3.21) to hold.
2. The result (3.19), for the case W“(s) = I, is assumed in the theory
of [4].
Theorem 3.1. Consider the control scheme of section 2, implementing the
control law Ut = GXt to the nominal plant (2.1) where xt is derived from
the estimator (2.7) - (2.10) designed with a fictitious noise model (2.4)
injecting colored noise into the plant inputs. Also, consider that the plant
is minimum phase with (3.23) holding, and the covariance of Wt is
parametrized as Q = q21. Then for all s other than
(i) the transmission zeros of WU(S)CO(S)B
(ii) the poles of the closed-loop systems implementing the state
feedback law ut = Gxt,
the open-loop transfer function from Ut(s) to X(S) approaches that from
Ut(s) to x(s) as q * .
Proof. Fol ows as in the derivation of (3.22), s nce [x(s)-x(s)] = ?(s)But(s).
16Remarks
1. For the special
plots of the open-loop
approach those for the
case when s s ju, the theorem tells us that the
control scheme of section 2, with minimum phase
Nyquist
plant,
full state feedback as q +~, except at any ju axis
poles or zeros of conditions (i)-(ii) of the theorem. For large q, it is also
evident that the difference in the open-loop plots will be small in some sense
except in the neighborhoods of these poles or zeros near the jw axis.
2. Perhaps more significant for the fictitious colored noise case than the
results of the above remark is the interpretation of the theory to yield
results for an uninflated q, but with the augmented plant gain high in some
pass band. Thus, the results of the above remark can apply to a restricted
pass band for ~lW”{ju)]l high in this band. We conclude that a Nyquist plot
of the open-loop olant approaches that for the full state feedback case over a —
pass band, as the noise model qain in this Dass band becomes large, except in
the neighborhood of the relevant singularities in this band. Consequently,
the trade-off between performance for the nominal plant and robustness can be
made for each frequency band of interest, as illustrated in the next section.
3. In designing reduced order controllers, using any technique, the
robustness can be monitored by the Nyquist plots and an acceptable trade-off
between controller complexity, performance and robustness can be achieved.
For the application of [5], it is pointed out that the extra modes introduced
by the colored noise model can be eliminated in the controller without
significant performance or robustness loss. It is the influence of these
modes on the others which is sufficient to achieve the objectives of the
design.
4. It might be thought that since we are modifying the open-loop Nyquist
plot by using injected colored noise, a more direct approach could be to
insert classical series compensators in the feedback looP of a standard LQG
design. This direct approach is, in general, vastly inferior because it is
not reshaping the Nyquist plot with all the parameters of the controller as inthe approach of this paper. Moreover, the extra modes introduced are then
fundamental to the controller and cannot be eliminated in a reduced order
design.
5. To achieve the constraint (3.23), one approach is to add the fictitious
noise to only a subset of plant inputs equal in dimension to that of the set
of plant outputs. Then, in studying the open-loop transfer functions, only
loops involving this set of inputs is opened. This technique is used in [4]
for the white noise case. The theorem result is unaffected by the inclusion
of the closed-loops. These loops add to both x(s) and to ~(s) the same term
~~ (s);(s) for some~, ~, so that [x(s) - ~(s)] is independent of the loop
gains F%.
6. For the more general case of nonminimum phase plants, the theory can be
generalized by introducing the definition
x*(s) = f!*(s) E[c@*(s)iNcx(s)
where# denotes a left inverse so that [C@*(s)B] [C@*(s)B]#= I. We see that
CX*(S) = Cx(s) so that for the open-loop situation studied in this section,
simple manipulations yield that the transfer function relating x*(s)-;(s) to
x*(s) is the same as that relating x(s)-;(s) to x(s), which can be shown to be
3(s)$-1(s). Noting also that i(s)~-l(s) =@(s)[@*(s)]-l, then
x*(s) - i(s) = ?qs)[@*(s)rlx*(s) = iil*(s)iic#*(s) iJ#cx(s)
Applying case (ii) results of Lemma (3.2), then under the conditions specified
for this case, as q +CIJ, ;(s) + x*(s) and
x(s) -
[
i(s) + I -
I
$*(s) 6[C4*(S)~]#C O(S)BU(S) - (3.24)
To gain insight from this convergence, observe that with C6 square,
C~(s) +Cx(s) as q + . Also, if ~ = B, the minimum phase case, then as
q +00 and s constrained as above
.
18x(s) -
[
i(s) > I -
1
6*(s) B[U*(S)B]#C 6(s) Bu(s)
=
(
I-
I)
[1 - 6(s)BG]-l$(s)B (CII - $(s)BG]-l$(s)B #C @(S)BLJ(S)
(
= I - f!(s)BII - G@(s)B]-l IC@(S)BII -
)
G#(s]B]-l}#C @(s)Bu(s)
This is, of course, anticipated in the result of the theorem.
Notice also that the nonminimum phase character of the plant influences both
the magnitude and phase of the limiting Nyquist plots as q +CO. In general,
G~(jo)fi Gx(jm) either in magnitude or phase as q +CO.
7. For nonminimum phase plants where the right-half s-plane zeros are not
in the vicinity of the pass band of interest where the noise injection is
large, one expects that (3.24) leads to ;(j~) - x(j~) in the pass band of
interest, subject to the other restrictions of the above theorem.
8. For the case uk =tik, generalizing the case uk = G~k studied ,-.
above, the difference is the term G“;~ = (mk – G~k) which is
significant only when GU(SI - AU)-lBU is high.
194. Design Guidelines and Ex~mPle
In this section, the design process is outlined by presenting two typical
applications. First, a simple example using a low-order dynamic model is used
to illustrate the main features of the technique. Second, the procedure is
applied to more realistic problem, namely that of designing a controller for a
flexible airplane which is modeled by a high-order dynamic model. The latter
example is the same as that presented in [5], however, new results not
reported in [5] are presented here.
For the first example, we use a relatively simple model representing a plant
that is disturbed by a colored noise process. It is assumed that the low
frequency dynamics are modeled with good precision. However, the plant
contains observable and controllable lightly damped high-frequency modes that
are not well defined. These are modeled by a reduced order model. The
objective is to design a single-input and single-output controller that will
reduce the disturbance response of the low frequency mode.
The plant model and the process-noise model are combined to form the following
stochastic model of the nominal plant.
.
[ 1
-1. 0. 0. 1. [
o. 0. 1. 0.
0. -1oo -.2 0.
0. 0. 0. -1.
. -
‘1
X2
x3
X4
. .
+ Y = [1. 10. 0.
[1
1.] xl v
‘2
‘3
‘4
+
1)
1.U+
o.
100.
0.
i 7
0.
0.
.45
.-
W
(4.1)
(4.2)
[xl X2 x3 X4]T is the state vector, u is a single control and y is a
single measurement. w is white process noise and v is white measurement noise
with the following properties:
20
. .. .,.E[w] = E[v] = O. (4.3)
E[w2] = 1. (4.4)
E[v2] = .01 (4.5)
E[wv] = O.
First, a linear quadratic (LQ) regulator was designed based on the following
cost function
J = E[4x; + IJ2] (4.7)
and subjected to the differential constraint of 4.1. Second, a nominal Kalman
state estimator was designed based on 4.1, 4.2, 4.4 and 4.5. This state
estimator was inserted into the control-loop and formed with the full state
gain matrix a linear quadratic Gaussian (LQG) regulator which is termed the
nominal LQG regulator.
With the system subjected to process noise and measurement noise with
intensities specified by 4.4 and 4.5 respectively, the value of the cost
function,’J, (equation 4.7) was calculated for three cases: 1) with the
control-loop open, 2) with the control-loop closed using the LQ regulator and
3) with the control-loop closed using the nominal LQG regulator. Figure 1
shows that the regulator performance (as measured by the values of cost
function J) of the LQG regulator is within 3 percent of that of LQ regulator.
Both of these control laws provide a significant reduction in the response of
the plant to stochastic disturbances. In this particular case, most of the
response is due to the process noise and the contribution from the measurement
noise is so small that it can be ignored. The reason for the small loss in
performance when the nominal Kalman filter is inserted into the control loop
is illustrated in figures 2 and 3 which for the two control laws show the
magnitudes of the transfer functions Xl(S)/W(S) and u(s)w(s), respectively.
21
. . . . . .. .We see that the variations in the magnitudes as a function of frequency with
the nominal LQG regulator in the control-loop is for all practical purposes
the same as those with the LQ regulator in the control-loop. This we would
expect since 1) both regulators are optimal with respect to the same cost
function, 2) the effects of measurement noise are very small when compared to
the effects of process noise, and 3) all the system states are highly
observable from the measurement (equation 4.2). The latter two conditions
imply good state estimates for the nominal plant.
In order to illustrate the robustness of the two control laws, consider
Nyquist plots of corresponding open-loop control-loop transfer functions as
shown in figure 4. Applying the classical Nyquist criteria, it is seen that
the LQ regulator has excellent gain and phase margins. However, these same
margins are very small and totally inadequate for the nominal LQG regulator.
In fact, the phase margin is approxim~tely 1° and the gain margin is for all
practical purposes zero. The LQ regulator has good magnitude roll-off
characteristics with increasing frequency. For example, the control- loop
gain is reduced to approximately -18 dB at frequency of 10 rad/s. However,
the LQG regulator has a much higher bandwidth than the LQ regulator. For
example, the crossover frequency is at 10 rad/s. Since we know that the
uncertainty in the model increases with increasing frequency, it is necessary
that at these higher frequencies the control-loop gain is low enough so as not
to destabilize any modeled or unmodeled modes. In fact, this roll-off
requirement implies a prespecified gain margin wh”
phase margins of *180”.
For the purposes of this example, we require that
le simultaneously satisfyng
the LQG regulator should
exhibit the same or better magnitude roll-off as the LQ design beyond a
frequency of 3 rad/s. More specifically, we require the control-loop gain to
be equal to or less than -18 dB at a frequency of 10 rad/s. Since, in this
case, the model is fairly accurate at the lower frequencies, it is not
necessary to match the excellent gain and phase characteristics of the LQ
design below 3 rad/s. Instead, we impose the requirements that the cross-over
frequency be at or below 1 rad/s and that the minimum gain margin and phase
22margin are equal to or better than 2 dB and 20 deg. respectively. This
approach is typical for many practical situations where a careful trade-off
must be made between robustness and performance. It will be shown later that
if we tried to match the phase characteristics of the LQ regulator within the
control bandwidth, the corresponding closed-loop system would have very poor
regulation performance.
In order to improve the LQG design, we introduce a fictitious noise process
which have the same distribution matrix as the control input. Thus, equation
4.1 is modified to
. .
‘1 .
‘2
‘3 .
‘4
- .
-1. 0. 0. 1:
L
o. 0. 1. 0.
0. -1oo -.2 0.
0. 0. 0. -1.
[:
‘1
‘2
‘3
‘4
+
[1
1.
0.
100.
0.
u + -o. 1-
0. 0.
0. 100.
l 45 o.
-
w
‘f1
(4.8)
lieconsider the two cases where 1) Wt is white noise, and 2) Wf is the
output of a linear high–pass filter driven by white noise, i.e.,
.
‘5 =-10X5 + ~ (4.9)
‘f
= -10X5 + q (4.10)
Several modified LQG regulators were designed for the two cases using various
intensities for the fictitious noise. The trade-off between performance and
control-loop gain roll-off is shown in figure 5 where the value of the cost
function, J, is plotted versus the gain at a frequency of 10 rad/s. It is
clear that for this case the use of appropriately constructed colored noise
rather than white noise gives a much better trade-off between gain roll–off
and performance. Looking at figures 3 and 4, it is seen that using the
colored noise rather than white noise has less impact on the frequency
response between the process noise and the parameters in the cost function,
Figure 4 shows that using fictitious white input-noise, the control-loop
frequency response aproaches that of the LQ regulator in particular with
23regard to the phase characteristics. On the other hand, using colored
fictitious input noise, the control-loop frequency response is only modified
enough to meet our design requirements for gain roll-off at high frequency as
well as gain and phase margins within the control bandwidth.
For a
allev
dynam
more realistic example, we consider the design of a gust load
ation control law for a flexible airplane modeled by a 55th order
c model. Figure 6 shows the aileron control-loop frequency response for
a LQ design and the corresponding LQG design. Again, we see excellent gain
and phase characteristics for the LQ design. Although the control–loop
frequency response for the LQG design is different from that of the LQ design,
it also has good gain and phase characteristics except for insufficient gain
roll-off beyond a frequency of 10 rad/s. This was corrected by introducing
fictitious input noise. As before, the two methods of using white and colored
noise were used. Figure 7 shows that in both cases, the troublesome peaks in
the gain at high frequency were removed. However, in figure 8, we see that
the design based on using colored noise provided significantly better overall
regulation performance.
-... . .. . . .
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.- .. - ‘.’”-.=-5. Conclusions
The theory of the paper and its application
the use of appropriately constructed fictit
than white noise processes in LQG regulator
to two examples demonstrate that
ous colored noise processes rather
design offers for many
applications better trade-offs between robustness and performance. The
results are significant since they suggest that the combination of classical
notions of robustness, in the frequency dcmain, and the more modern LQG design
algorithms, in the state space domain, can be more powerful than either
separately. The particular technical approach advocated in the paper combines
these classical and modern techniques into a formal design procedure.
It is important to note that trying to match the total control loop frequency
responses of a LQG design with that of the corresponding LQ design may involve
an unacceptable trade-off of regulation performance and may not be necessary
to meet requirements for robustness. In fact, for some cases, the LQ design
and the corresponding LQG design may both be adequately robust and provide
good regulation performance for the nominal plant although their control-loop
frequency responses differ substantially.
The use of
estimators
than those
understand
applied in
fictitious colored noise processes in the design of controllers and
that are insensitive to modeling errors has many more applications
demonstrated in this paper. However, more research is needed to
the relationships between the types of processes, where they are
the system, and the robustness properties that are desired.
--, -. ......... . .. . ... ...”- ---- .
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